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Cholesterol-dependent Cytolysins (CDCs) are a class of pathogenic pore-forming proteins that specifically target cholesterol-containing cell membranes. Following a stepwise process, members of this family form large beta-barrel pores which cause cell lysis and death. Intermedilysin (ILY) is unique amongst the CDCs as, in conjunction with cholesterol, it also requires human CD59 for pore formation to occur. Normally functioning to prevent cell attack by the complement immune response, CD59 has instead been hijacked by ILY for attack.

Previous work has shown that CD59 acts a receptor for ILY, facilitating membrane recognition and oligomerisation to form a circular prepore. However, CD59 is released during the prepore-to-pore conversion and cholesterol remains fundamental for membrane insertion. The lipid bilayer plays a key role in pore formation, with the degree of flexibility affecting the ratio of arc to complete ring assemblies. Despite a wealth of biochemical characterisation, the precise role of cholesterol versus CD59 in triggering the large conformational changes required remains unclear.

Using a dual biochemical and biophysical approach, we sought to understand the specific timeline of pore formation. Work was aided by the use of a model membrane system, composed of liposomes decorated in a myristoylated human CD59 construct able to efficiently insert into negatively-charged lipids. This model cell membrane was applicable to diverse techniques, from Atomic Force Microscopy to Cryo-Electron Microscopy. Our results show that cholesterol is essential only for the final insertion step of ILY. Whereas in contrast, CD59 was revealed to be required for both the specific co-ordination of ILY monomers and initiation of the prepore collapse, playing a major role in key structural re-arrangements. Isolation of distinct prepore intermediates, in conjunction with our model system provided key insights into CDC pore formation and will have implications both for infection treatment and understanding the fundamental protein-lipid interactions required for membrane insertion.

